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Abstract: This study investigates the potential of bimetallic alloy catalysts, specifically Ni99Pt1,
Cu99Ni1, Cu99Fe1, Fe99Pt1, and Fe99Pd1, for the synthesis of isobutanol via the GUERBET route. The
catalysts were synthesized with a doping of 1 at% Ni, Fe, Pt, and Pd in the base metals Fe, Cu, and
Ni. The catalytic properties of these bimetallic alloy catalysts were explored for their potential for
promoting the GUERBET reaction. The study aims to test the usability of the theoretically predicted
d-band values in the synthesized bimetallic catalysts, which were prepared by means of incipient
wetness impregnation, and shows that doping amounts smaller than 1 at% already significantly
improved the catalytic activity of the base metals. In particular, the doping of nickel with platinum
yielded an effective catalyst for the synthesis of isobutanol via the GUERBET pathway. The Ni99Pt1/C
catalyst from the presented experiments had the highest Space Time Yield (STY) and is, therefore,
also a promising catalyst for the hydrogen-borrowing reactions class.

Keywords: GUERBET reaction; isobutanol; bimetallic catalysts; dilute alloys; green catalysis

1. Introduction

Bimetallic alloy catalysts have garnered considerable attention in catalysis research
owing to their distinctive properties and superior catalytic performance compared to their
monometallic counterparts. By incorporating two different metals, bimetallic catalysts offer
the opportunity to customize their electronic and geometric structures, thereby enhancing
catalytic activity, selectivity, and stability [1–3]. Their utilization spans various catalytic
processes such as hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, oxidation, and carbon–carbon bond
formation reactions [4–6]. The synergistic effects arising from metal–metal interactions in
bimetallic catalysts significantly influence their catalytic properties, making them viable for
facilitating complex chemical transformations [7,8].

The GUERBET reaction, which entails the dimerization of primary alcohols to yield
higher alcohols, represents a pivotal transformation in the synthesis of valuable chemicals
and fuels. Isobutanol, used in gasoline or in solvents directly or as a key intermediate
for gasoline additives, can be synthesized via the GUERBET route. Efficient catalysts are
crucial for the dimerization of lower alcohols in the GUERBET reaction, and bimetallic alloy
catalysts have shown promise in this regard [9,10].

In our recent work, we demonstrated that the d-band model, developed by Hammer
and Nørskov [11], provides a robust explanation for the reactivity trend of monometallic
catalysts with d-metals [12]. Widely acknowledged in the scientific community, the d-band
model correlates the d-band center with reactivity across various chemical reactions. Thus,
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our focus on investigating the influence of the d-band center on isobutanol synthesis aligns
with the established understanding of the d-band model’s implications for catalysis and
organic chemistry.

The d-band properties of bimetallic catalysts have been extensively studied both
theoretically and experimentally. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have elu-
cidated the effects of non-Pt metals on the d-band electron level, offering insights into
bimetallic catalysts’ activity [13]. Theoretical investigations have also illuminated bimetallic
catalyst-catalyzed reaction mechanisms and catalytic performance [14]. Experimental stud-
ies have demonstrated the influence of surface composition on catalytic behavior, indicating
that certain bimetallic catalysts exhibit stable clusters on the surface under different CO
coverages [15,16]. Furthermore, theoretical investigations have provided insights into the
catalytic mechanisms and energetics for various reactions on bimetallic catalysts, high-
lighting fundamental surface processes [3,17]. For example, a NiCu3/C catalyst exhib-
ited outstanding performance in the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), even surpassing
RuO2 as a benchmark catalyst [3]. The correlation between the surface d-band center
and adsorbate binding strength enables predictions of optimal bimetallic surfaces for
hydrogenation reactions [18].

Although the d-band model has shown correlations between the d-band center and
catalytic activity in various chemical reactions [19], it is important to consider its limi-
tations and challenges. Several studies indicate that the continuous dependence of the
activity on the d-band center position is not universally supported [20]. Additionally, the
correlation between the d-band center and catalytic activity may not be straightforward in
heterogeneous catalysis. Moreover, the applicability of the d-band model to conventional
heterogeneous catalysis has been questioned [21].

In this study, we aim to test bimetallic catalysts with predicted d-band centers in
the range of −2.8 eV to −2 eV in the synthesis of isobutanol, since catalysts in this region
showed high productivity in terms of TOF in our former experiments stated above [12].
Ruban et al. calculated the d-band centers for the materials Cu99Ni1, Cu99Fe1, Ni99Pt1,
Fe99Pd1, and Fe99Pt1 in the range of −2.01 eV to −2.40 eV when the surface of the base
metal (Cu, Ni, Fe) was doped with one percent of the dopant metal (Ni, Fe, Pt, or Pd). If
monolayers are formed, the values for the materials fall within the range of −2.24 eV to
−2.82 eV [22]. The unique electronic and structural properties of bimetallic alloy catalysts
make them promising candidates for catalyzing the GUERBET reaction, offering potential
improvements in selectivity and activity compared to traditional catalysts. NiPt catalysts
have shown great performance in reforming reactions [23,24] and decomposition of hy-
drazine for hydrogen production [25,26]. CuNi catalysts have been used for the ethanol
decomposition reaction [27], furfural hydrogenation [28], CO oxidation [29], the water–gas
shift reaction [30], as well as CuFe-catalysts, in the higher alcohol synthesis [31]. FePt
nanoparticles have been used for CO oxidation [32], hydrogenation [33], and hydrodeoxy-
genation [34]. Next to the usage as a hydrogen transfer catalyst [35], it can be shown that
the alloying of Fe and Pd leads to a stable bimetallic catalyst with enhanced activity in
the electrochemical ethanol oxidation reaction and is correlated with a shift in the d-band
values of Pd [36]. We investigated the catalytic performance of bimetallic alloy catalysts
Ni99Pt1, Cu99Ni1, Cu99Fe1, Fe99Pt1, and Fe99Pd1 for the synthesis of isobutanol via the
GUERBET route. Incorporating Ni, Fe, Pt, and Pd in the base metals Fe, Cu, and Ni is
expected to impart unique catalytic properties to the bimetallic alloy catalysts, potentially
enhancing their performance in the GUERBET reaction. This study entails a wide-ranging
analysis of the structure–activity relationships and catalytic behavior of bimetallic alloy
catalysts, providing insights into their potential for promoting not only their usage in
the GUERBET reaction, but also other reactions where hydrogen–metal interactions play a
significant role.
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2. Results
2.1. Characterization of Cu-Based Catalysts

In Figure 1, diffractograms of the copper-based catalysts are presented, covering the
range from 30◦ to 90◦.
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Figure 1. Diffractogram of copper-based catalyst materials obtained by impregnation after calcination
at 500 ◦C. The measurements were taken in the range of 10◦ to 90◦ 2Θ with Cuα radiation. Shown
from top to bottom are: Cu99Ni1/C in black, Cu99Fe1/C in red, and Cu/C in gray with activated
carbon (blue) as a background. The indices represent the desired chemical composition in atomic
percent. The background is not subtracted in the graphs. Cu reflexes are indexed as stars.

Activated carbon served as a background for the phase analyses, shown in blue in
the diagram. It exhibits no reflexes from crystalline sp3-hybridized carbon or crystalline
graphitic phases, only a broad amorphous peak at 43.5◦ and 80◦. For copper, the calculated
reflexes for the crystal planes (111), (200), (220), and (311) are presented [37].

The Cu/C catalyst serves as a reference material, exhibiting only Cu reflexes with
positions slightly shifted to higher angles, matching literature values for pure copper
powder [38–40]. The crystalline metal domains average (37.4± 1.9)nm along the ⟨100⟩ crystal
directions, exhibiting isotropic behavior.

The phase analysis of the Cu99Fe1/C catalyst indicates a pure copper phase with
no iron present, as depicted in Figure 1. The average crystallite size is (34.6 ± 0.6) nm
along the ⟨100⟩ crystal directions, with lattice parameter a matching literature values for
pure copper [38–40].

The Cu99Ni1/C catalyst also reveals a pure copper phase. Consideration of a NiII

oxide phase for the Rietveld refinement suggests its presence in small amounts, with a
phase fraction between 2% and 6%. The determined chemical composition of the crystalline
material is 93.70% copper, 1.29% nickel, and 1.11% oxygen.

The calcination of the catalysts at 500 ◦C results in the decomposition of nitrates,
forming oxides, which are subsequently reduced with activated carbon. Despite reduc-
ing conditions, the presence of the nickel(II) oxide phase is attributed to the partial ox-
idation of metals during calcination, with copper oxide segregating to the surface of
Cu–Ni particles [41].

The summarized results of the phase analysis for Cu catalysts are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Phase analysis results of XRD measurements for copper catalysts.

Material Phase a = b = c (nm) w(Phase) 1 d(Crystallite)
% (nm)

Cu/C Cu 0.361 65 ± 0.000 12 100 37.4 ± 1.9

Cu99Ni/C NiO – 2–6 42.44 ± 0.26
Cu100Ni0 0.361 57 ± 0.000 29 94 ± 4 28.4 ± 2.6

Cu99Fe/C Cu 0.361 570 ± 0.000 014 100 34.6 ± 0.6
1 w(Phase) denotes the mass fraction of a phase in the crystalline portion of the catalyst material.

The proportion of reducible compounds in the catalyst materials Cu/C, Cu99Fe1/C,
and Cu99Ni1/C after calcination was investigated using TPR measurements. Reduction
curves for these copper-based catalyst materials are depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. TPR measurements of impregnation-prepared copper catalysts Cu/C, Cu99Fe1/C, and
Cu99Ni1/C. Displayed is the mass-normalized signal of the TCD. Measurement conditions: 2% H2 in
argon, V̇ = 30 mL/min, and β = 10 K/min.

Three prominent reduction peaks at 180 ◦C, 320 ◦C, and 600 ◦C were observed for all
three materials. The graphs with the fit parameters for the Gaussian functions are provided
in the Supplementary Materials in Figures S3–S5.

Literature uncertainties persist regarding the evaluation of TPR measurements of cop-
per oxides supported on various materials. The support material, dispersion, and reduction
conditions significantly influence the reduction processes, necessitating assumptions for
data interpretation. For instance, the oxidation of elemental copper progresses stepwise
from elemental copper through copper(I) to copper(II) [42]. However, the reduction of
copper(II) may occur directly from Cu2+ to Cu0 or via the less stable compound Cu2O,
depending on the reaction parameters. During reduction with hydrogen, metastable subox-
ides (CuO1 – x 0 < x < 0.5) may form, transitioning to copper(I) oxide if sufficient time and
energy for rearrangement are available [43].

The Cu/C catalyst exhibits reduction peaks at 188 ◦C, 313 ◦C, and 607 ◦C, the first two
corresponding to the conversion of larger and smaller CuO particles to elemental copper,
while the third corresponds to the reduction of Cu2O [44]. The amount of reducible copper
is highest as copper(I) oxide after calcination, but the origin of copper(I) oxide remains
unclear from the existing literature [43]. The sum of the reduction peaks yields a mass
fraction of copper of 4.42%.

For doped catalyst materials, the first reduction peak shifts to higher values by 9 K
for Cu99Ni/C and by 10 K for Cu99Fe/C. Additionally, the percentage area of the peak for
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doped catalysts increases, indicating enhanced reducibility. The obtained peak positions,
areas, and calculated hydrogen consumption are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Peak positions for the TPR measurements of copper catalysts, obtained by decomposition
using Gaussian functions. Calibration factor fTCD = 9.192 09 × 10−8 mmol s/mV determined with
CuO 99.9995% purity.

Material Peak Tmax H2 Consumption Ai/Ages Cu Cu
°C mmol/g % mmol/g wt%

Cu/C
I 188 0.163 14.64 CuO −−→ Cu 0.1627

4.42II 313 0.074 6.67 CuO −−→ Cu 0.074
III 607 0.875 78.69 Cu2O −−→ Cu 0.437

Cu99Ni/C
I 197 0.2828 18.44 CuO −−→ Cu 0.2828

6.32II 318 0.112 7.30 CuO −−→ Cu 0.112
III 602 1.139 74.25 Cu2O −−→ Cu 0.570

Cu99Fe/C
I 198 0.2628 23.34 CuO −−→ Cu 0.2628

4.93II 328 0.117 10.37 CuO −−→ Cu 0.117
III 590 0.746 66.29 Cu2O −−→ Cu 0.373

The obtained copper mass fractions align closely with the targeted loading of 5%,
corroborated by measurements from ICP–OES (see Table S4).

Figure 3a,b present representative scanning transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of the copper-based catalyst materials following calcination and reduction in the
tube furnace.

(a) STEM images of the Cu99Ni1/C cata-
lyst at various magnifications in a dark
field measurement. Sections of the cata-
lyst particles with metallic nanoparticles
(a) to (c) and an isolated particle (d) are
shown.

(b) STEM images of the Cu99Fe1/C cata-
lyst at various magnifications in a dark
field measurement. Sections of the cata-
lyst particles with metallic nanoparticles
(a) to (c) and an isolated particle (d) are
shown.

Figure 3. STEM images for the Cu99Ni1/C and Cu99Fe1/C catalysts.

For the Cu99Ni1/C catalyst, a wide particle size distribution is observed, ranging
from 9.76 nm to 94.39 nm, with 50% of particles having diameters in the range of 18.83 nm
to 43.03 nm. The median particle diameter is 26.31 nm. In Figure 3a, metal particles are
heterogeneously distributed on the carbon support, with those below 30 nm exhibiting a
homogeneous distribution. Close examination (Figure 3a(d)) reveals particles with a 20 nm
diameter lacking crystalline domains, but having a dense core surrounded by a less dense
shell, which may be indicative of an oxide layer formed upon air exposure. STEM–EDX
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measurements showed no signals for nickel, suggesting a homogeneous alloy of nickel
and copper.

Similarly, the Cu99Fe1/C catalyst exhibits a broad particle size distribution (3.77 nm to
117.33 nm), with half of the particles falling within 15.08 nm and 31.76 nm and a median
diameter of 22.30 nm. In Figure 3b, metal particles display a more homogeneous distri-
bution over the support surface compared to the Cu99Ni1/C catalyst. Close inspection
(Figure 3b(b,c)) reveals particles with an inhomogeneous pattern, likely indicating partial
oxidation, with the core protected. STEM–EDX measurements also showed no signals for
iron, suggesting the presence of a homogeneous alloy of the two metals.

In summary, the XRD analysis (Figure 1) confirmed the successful and homogeneous
doping of copper, as only Cu reflections were observed. Although a small nickel oxide
phase was detected in the Cu99Ni1/C catalyst, STEM–EDX measurements suggested alloy
formation without segregation or enrichment. The particle dispersion of the Cu99Ni1/C
catalyst is slightly lower than that of the Cu99Fe1/C catalyst, with the latter exhibiting
particles that are more tightly dispersed within a smaller range.

2.2. Characterization of the Ni Catalyst

In Figure 4, we present the diffraction patterns for the calcined and reduced catalyst
materials 5% Ni/C (Ni/C) and 5% Ni99Pt1/C (NiPt/C).
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Figure 4. Diffraction patterns of the nickel-containing catalyst materials after calcination at 500 ◦C
for four hours in a nitrogen stream. Measurement range: from 10◦ to 90◦ 2Θ with Cu-Kα radiation
λ = 0.15406 nm. From top to bottom: Ni99Pt1/C in black, Ni/C in red, and activated carbon as the
background in blue. Nickel reflections are marked with stars.

The activated carbon support exhibits broad peaks at 44.8◦ and 80◦, attributed to
amorphous components, as previously described. However, no discernible crystalline
reflections for graphite or diamond were observed. Loading the activated carbon with
5 wt% nickel reveals distinct nickel reflections at (111) 44.52◦, (200) 51.88◦, and (220) 76.43◦.
The calculated lattice parameters, indicative of an face centered cuboid (fcc) structure for
elemental nickel, yield (0.3522 ± 0.0016) nm. No crystalline phases of nickel oxides or
carbides were detected, with the broad reflections suggesting small crystalline domains.
Particle sizes, calculated from these reflections, exhibit anisotropic characteristics, with
crystalline domains measuring (5.3 ± 0.5) nm.

The Ni99Pt1/C catalyst, prepared with one atomic percent platinum, displays identical
reflections to the Ni/C one in the diffraction pattern, indicating the absence of crystalline
platinum phases. Instead, the reflections correspond to a pure nickel phase, suggesting
a crystallographically pure nickel phase despite the intended addition of platinum. The
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composition of the Ni1 – xPtx phase was calculated with x = 0, crystallographically affirming
the presence of a pure nickel phase. The isotropic crystalline domains exhibit similar sizes
((5.1 ± 0.7) nm) to those in the Ni/C catalyst.

Consistent with the literature, only fcc phases were detected. The desired molar ratio
Ni:Pt = 99:1 aims for a disordered fcc phase, consistent with theoretical predictions [45].
The observed bimodal particle size distribution suggests heterogeneous particle growth
influenced by the synthesis method’s thermodynamic factors and interaction with the
support surface, rather than by the selective ligand-mediated crystallization typical of
monodisperse particle synthesis methods [46]. Particle geometry anisotropy is consistent
with stability calculations, favoring dodecahedra over cubic particles at the applied calcina-
tion temperature [47,48]. Lattice parameters for Ni/C and Ni99Pt1/C remain unchanged
within measurement uncertainties, indicating no plane broadening due to stresses or inter-
calation of foreign atoms. Surface segregation likely enriches Pt atoms at particle surfaces
while depleting them in the core [46,48,49].

The reducible fraction of metal compounds present was characterized using TPR
measurements. Figure 5 displays the mass-normalized TCD signals for the nickel catalysts
5 wt% Ni/C and 5 wt% Ni99Pt1/C produced by impregnation. The measurement curves
underwent analysis via peak decomposition using Gaussian functions. The resulting
graphs are depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. TPR measurements of the nickel catalysts Ni/C and NiPt/ produced by impregna-
tion. The mass-normalized signal of the TCD is shown. Measurement conditions: 2%H2 in argon,
V̇ = 30 mL/min, and β = 10 K/min.

The 5 wt% Ni/C serves as the reference for the un-doped material. The reduction
curve was decomposed into four Gaussian functions through nonlinear curve fitting
(see Figure S6). The calculated data are listed in Table 3. At 238 ◦C, the first peak con-
sumes 0.190 mmol/g of hydrogen, attributed to the reduction of Ni2O3 −−→ Ni. The
narrow width indicates a narrow particle size distribution. Peaks at 278 ◦C and 448 ◦C
correspond to the reduction of larger and smaller NiO particles. The fourth peak at 650 ◦C
partially reduces activated carbon, evidenced by the hydrogenation of carbon functional-
ities. The total mass fraction of nickel calculated from hydrogen consumption is 6.65%,
slightly exceeding the targeted concentration.

In contrast to the Ni/C catalyst, the doped Ni99Pt1/C catalyst exhibits a distinct
reduction curve (Figure 5). The total reduction area is smaller, approximated by only
three Gaussian functions. The first peak at 76 ◦C, consuming 0.190 mmol/g of hydrogen,
shows high symmetry and indicates a narrow particle size distribution, possibly due to
the addition of platinum. The second peak at 420 ◦C, with a broader width, coincides with
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reduction peak III of the Ni/C catalyst, but at 28 K lower temperatures. The reducible metal
content is 3.06%.

Table 3. Detected peak positions for the TPR measurements of the nickel catalysts, obtained by
decomposition using Gaussian functions. The calibration factor fTCD = 9.192× 10−8 mmol s/mV was
determined with CuO at 99.9995% purity.

Material Peak Tmax H2 Consumption Metal w(Metal)
°C mmol/g mmol/g wt%

Ni/C

I 238 0.190 Ni2O3 −−→ Ni 0.127
6.65II 278 0.308 NiO −−→ Ni 0.308

III 448 0.699 NiO −−→ Ni 0.700
IV 650 0.100 Activated carbon

Ni99Pt/C
I 76 0.071 Ni2O3(Pt) −−→ Ni 0.047

3.06II 420 0.474 NiO −−→ Ni 0.474
III 583 0.089 Activated carbon

Figure 6 presents a selection of representative TEM images of the fresh Ni99Pt1/C
catalyst. Panel a depicts a carbon particle (470 nm× 700 nm) showing a homogeneous metal
particle distribution. Metal particles exhibit a narrow size distribution, with diameters
ranging from 0.69 nm to 12.94 nm (see Figure S1). Here, 50% of the metal particle diameters
lie within 3.36 nm to 7.13 nm. Occasionally, individual particles show crystalline domains
(Figure 6d), visible through contrast changes at the particle edges. STEM–EDX measure-
ments found platinum content below the detection limit of one mass percent, indicating
minimal platinum presence in the particles. Platinum enrichments at specific nanoparticle
positions were undetectable.

Figure 6. TEM images of the Ni99Pt1/C catalyst at various magnifications in dark field. Catalyst
particles with dispersed nanoparticles (a), enlarged sections of the catalyst particle (b,c) and an
isolated nanoparticle (d) are shown.

While a monodisperse particle distribution was not expected, the impregnation syn-
thesis method achieved very narrow particle size distributions. This is attributed in part to
strong nickel–carbon interaction and surface functionalities [42].

2.3. Characterization of the Fe Catalysts

The XRD measurements in Figure 7 display diffractograms for the materials Fe/C in
gray, Fe99Pt1/C in black, and Fe99Pd1/C in red within the range of 30◦ to 90◦. Activated
carbon, measured as the background, is depicted in blue in the diagram.
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Figure 7. Diffractogram of the iron-containing catalyst materials after calcination at 500 ◦C for
four hours in a nitrogen stream. Measurement range: from 10◦ to 90◦ 2Θ with Cu–Kα1 radiation
λ = 0.154 06 nm. From top to bottom: Fe99Pt1/C in black, Fe99Pd1/C in red, Fe/C in gray, and
activated carbon as the background in blue. Reflections for Fe3O4 are indicated with stars.

Fe/C serves as the reference for the un-doped catalyst material. The diffractograms
exhibit broad, weakly pronounced reflections at 35.80◦, 43.52◦, and 63.23◦. These are attributed
to a magnetite phase, with reflections (311) at 35.80◦, (400) at 43.52◦, and (440) at 63.23◦ [50].
A phase for α-Fe could not be determined. It cannot be ruled out that a small proportion
of iron particles is present in a reduced form, as the reflection positions overlap with the
magnetite phase [51]. For the Fe99Pt1/C catalyst, a similar diffractogram to the Fe/C reference
was obtained. Reflections occur at positions 35.80◦, 43.52◦, 57.34◦, and 63.23◦, which are also
assigned to the magnetite phase [50]. The Fe99Pd1/C catalyst exhibits the same diffractogram
as the previously described materials.

The reducible fraction of metal compounds present was characterized through TPR
measurements. In Figure 8, the mass-normalized TCD signals for iron catalysts produced by
impregnation, namely 5 wt% Fe/C, 5 wt% Fe99Pd1/C, and 5 wt% Fe99Pt1/C, are displayed.
The measurement curves underwent peak decomposition using Gaussian functions. The
resulting graphs are elaborated in Figures S8–S10.

The reference case is the Fe/C catalyst (black curve), depicted in Figure 8 as a function
of the TCD signal against the sample temperature. The curve displays a steep increase above
200 ◦C, forming a shoulder around 325 ◦C. The maximum is reached at 500 ◦C, followed by
another shoulder at 600 ◦C, before the detector signal drops steeply and briefly reaches a
local maximum below the zero line at 700 ◦C. Peak decomposition of the reduction profile
reproduced it very well with five Gaussian functions. Three functions with positive areas
and two with negative ones were used. The Tmax for the first peak is at 338 ◦C, accounting
for 20.11% of the positive functional area. The second peak at 523 ◦C holds the largest share
of reducible species at 77.36%. This is followed by a heavily overlapping peak at 595 ◦C
with an area share of only 2.53%. At 626 ◦C, a negative Gaussian function with a hydrogen
equivalent of −0.0158 mmol/g was calculated. This is followed by another broad Gaussian
function with a hydrogen equivalent of −0.0298 mmol/g. As is shown in Table 4, these
negative effects were attributed to the activated carbon, as explained in detail later.

The doped materials Fe99Pd1/C and Fe99Pt1/C follow a similar course. Especially for
the Fe99Pd1/C catalyst, a steeper increase in the reduction profile was observed at 200 ◦C
compared to the pure iron catalyst. Additionally, the local maxima in the reduction profile
are more pronounced and occur at significantly lower temperatures. The Tmax for this
catalyst for the first peak is 312 ◦C with a 4.8% higher area share than the Fe/C catalyst.
The second peak occurs 47 K earlier with a six percent reduced area share of the positive
peaks. The maximum of the third reduction peak was found at 548 ◦C with an area share
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of 4.01%. At 586 ◦C, the negative Gaussian peak occurs 40 K earlier compared to the Fe/C
catalyst. However, the reduction profile drops more steeply compared to the Fe/C catalyst
and reaches negative detector values of −266 mV at 600 ◦C and −837 mV shortly before
the temperature was held constant at 800 ◦C.
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Figure 8. TPR measurements of the iron catalysts Fe/C, Fe99Pd1/C, and Fe99Pt1/C produced by
impregnation. The mass-normalized signal of the TCD is shown. Measurement conditions: 2%H2 in
argon, V̇ = 30 mL/min, and β = 10 K/min.

Similar shifts to lower temperature maxima for the individual reduction peaks apply
to the Fe99Pt/C catalyst, although the shifts here are not as pronounced, and the similarity
to the Fe/C catalyst is greater. The first peak occurs at 342 ◦C, almost identical to that
of the Fe/C catalyst, but accounting for 32.9% of the reduction area. The second peak
also occurs at a temperature very similar to the Fe/C catalyst at 529 ◦C, but with a 64.13%
reduced share of the reduction peak area compared to the Fe/C material. At a 43 K lower
temperature than in the Fe/C material, the third peak was found to have a similarly low
share of 2.94%.

Table 4. Identified peak positions for the TPR measurements of the iron catalysts, obtained by decom-
position using Gaussian functions [52]. The calibration factor fTCD = 9.192 09 × 10−8 mmol s/mV
was determined with CuO at 99.9995% purity.

Material Peak Tmax H2 Consumption Ai/Atot n(Fe)
°C mmol/g % mmol/g

Fe/C

I 338 0.0280 20.11 Fe2O3 −−→ Fe3O4 1.8765
II 523 0.1075 77.36 Fe3O4 −−→ FeO 3.6087
III 595 0.0035 2.53 FeO −−→ Fe 0.0393
IV 626 −0.0158 Activated carbonV −0.0298

Fe99Pd/C

I 312 0.0202 24.98 Fe2O3 −−→ Fe3O4 2.2381
II 476 0.0574 71.01 Fe3O4 −−→ FeO 3.1808
III 548 0.0032 4.01 FeO −−→ Fe 0.0599
IV 586 −0.0060 Activated carbonV −0.1034

Fe99Pt/C

I 342 0.0383 32.93 Fe2O3 −−→ Fe3O4 2.8071
II 529 0.0745 64.13 Fe3O4 −−→ FeO 2.7334
III 558 0.0034 2.94 FeO −−→ Fe 0.0418
IV 590 −0.0227 Activated carbonV −0.0130
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In good agreement with the study by Jozwiak et al., the first peak of reduction from
hematite (Fe2O3) to magnetite (Fe3O4) was assigned around 380 ◦C [52]. The reaction
Equations (1)–(4) simplifies the individual processes:

3 Fe2O3 + H2 −−→ 2 Fe3O4 + H2O (1)

Fe3O4 + H2 −−→ 3 FeO + H2O (2)

4 FeO −−→ Fe3O4 + Fe (3)

FeO + H2 −−→ Fe + H2O (4)

As reduction parameters like the flow rate, heating rate, and amount of reducible
material influence peak position, height, and resolution, an identical reduction profile with
literature data for bulk iron oxides is not expected. However, the complex reduction profile
can be approximated very well with five Gaussian functions. These Gaussian functions
of peaks I to III can be assigned to the phase transformation Equations (1), (2) and (4).
Quantitative calculation of the amount of oxidized iron present was not possible due to
multiple effects and partial cancellations. As wüstite transforms into magnetite and elemen-
tal iron above 570 ◦C according to Equation (3) without consuming hydrogen, no signal
for this process was found in the reduction profile [52]. Gaussian functions with negative
areas represent processes where hydrogen or other gaseous molecules with high thermal
conductivity are released from the catalyst support. This can occur, for example, through
dehydrogenation of the surface functionalities or decarbonylation reactions, as well as de-
hydrogenation of aliphatic systems and condensation of aromatic systems to polyaromatic
ones. This portion of released hydrogen overlaps with the amount of hydrogen consumed
in the reduction of magnetite and wüstite. Additionally, the carbon support itself can act as
a reducing agent for the iron oxides at high temperatures, making quantitative evaluation
impossible without detailed elucidation of the relationships.

Of particular note is the influence of dopant metals on the reducibility of catalyst
materials. Easily reducible metals like palladium and platinum shift the reduction profiles
to lower temperatures even at targeted concentrations of 1 at%. This shift is explained in
the literature by facilitated reduction of the oxide due to facilitated dissociation of hydrogen
on the dopant metals and subsequent hydrogen spillover or by the formation of oxygen
vacancies. Studies by Hensley et al. show that, by adding palladium to Fe2O3, electron
density is transferred from the dopant metal to the iron oxide, weakening the oxygen–iron
bond and enabling reduction at lower temperatures [53]. Additionally, the reduced bond
strength of oxygen on the iron surface acts as protection against surface poisoning by
oxygen [53]. Doping iron with platinum and palladium shifts the negative Gaussian
functions, attributed to the dehydrogenation of the support material, to lower values
because weakened oxygen–iron bonds require lower activation energy for dissociation.

Doping Fe2O3 with 0.001 wt% to 1 wt% platinum, Fröhlich and Sachtler showed that
the earlier reduction is attributable to the electronic contribution of platinum, with only a
negligible contribution from hydrogen spillover. The iron oxide is sensitive to the presence
of platinum atoms, leading to reduction at lower temperatures [54].

Representative STEM images of the Fe99Pt1/C catalyst are shown in Figure 9a. The
metal particles in this material are not well isolated. It is only possible to distinguish
between individual particles at higher magnifications. The particles exhibit very weak con-
trasts compared to the activated carbon and are evenly distributed in high concentrations
on the support. However, the approximately round particles largely overlap. Counting
the particles yielded a range of particle diameters from 0.29 nm to 15.26 nm. Half of the
particle diameters are in the range of 3.42 nm to 7.03 nm, with a median of 4.95 nm. In
Figure 9a(d), an isolated, 4 nm particle is shown, which was examined in detail as an
example to analyze the crystal plane distances. However, it was found that this particle
was rapidly damaged by the electron beam, such that no crystal planes could be recognized.
The EDX mapping yielded only iron and oxygen signals, but no signals for platinum. It
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was, therefore, assumed that the platinum content is evenly distributed in the particles and
that there are no local segregations of the alloy components.

(a) STEM images of the Fe99Pt1/C
catalyst at various magnifications in
dark field. Sections of the catalyst par-
ticles with metallic nanoparticles (a) to
(c) and an isolated particle (d) are shown.

(b) STEM images of the Fe99Pd1/C
catalyst at various magnifications in
dark field. Sections of the catalyst par-
ticles with metallic nanoparticles (a) to
(c) and an isolated particle (d) are shown.

Figure 9. STEM images of the iron-based catalysts.

For the Fe99Pd1/C catalyst, the STEM images are shown in Figures 9b and 10. Here,
too, it is clear from Figure 9b that the particles are locally present on the carbon support
in high concentrations, which are poorly resolved. However, it is also evident that locally
isolated particles are present, which exhibit high contrast and have an approximately round
geometry with consistently high contrast.

The particle size distribution reveals a very narrow distribution of particle diameters
in a range from 1.56 nm to 8.41 nm. Half of the particle diameters lie within the very narrow
range of 4.75 nm to 5.53 nm, with a median of 4.75 nm. The narrow distribution is due to the
poor resolution of the individual particles. As a result, only particles that could be resolved
at high magnifications were counted. Large particles are, therefore, underrepresented
in the statistics. STEM–EDX measurements for discrete particles showed the elements
iron and palladium with different concentrations. Figure 10 shows a 4 nm particle with
element mapping. Figure 10a shows the dark field contrast image. The particle has a round
geometry and exhibits pronounced crystallinity, allowing the individual atomic layers to be
resolved. The distances between the individual atomic layers have a distance of 0.2162 nm
and correspond to a slightly expanded distance of the (100) and (200) planes of the Fe3Pd
crystal, which crystallizes in the AuCu3-type [55]. In Figure 10c,d, the mappings of the
metals iron and palladium are shown separately, whereas in Figure 10b , an overlay of the
individual metals throughout the particle is shown. For iron, the element distribution is
mainly restricted to the particle itself, with high concentrations of iron also found in the
immediate vicinity. This may be due to an iron oxide particle, which is barely visible in
the contrast image due to its lower electron density. The signal for palladium also has a
baseline noise over the entire image area, but the highest density for the palladium signal is
concentrated in the area occupied by the metal particle in the contrast image. The overlay of
the element signals again shows that the main concentration of palladium is concentrated
on the metal particle and largely coincides with the iron signal. The mass fraction of iron is
67%, and that of palladium is 33%. This concentration is far from the targeted concentration
of 99 : 1 atomic percent (Fe = 98.11 wt%, Pd = 1.89 wt%).
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Figure 10. STEM–EDX images of the Fe99Pd1/C catalyst, displaying the STEM image in dark field (a),
the overlay of the EDX mappings of Fe and Pd (b), as well as the element mappings for the signals of
Fe (c) and Pd (d).

This enrichment of palladium in individual particles indicates that, locally, high
concentration differences exist for the alloying components, and accordingly, palladium-free
areas must be present. Due to the enrichment/depletion of palladium at different positions,
a completely different chemical composition of the particles was obtained for different
particles. In summary, these results show that the doping of iron with platinum and
palladium was successful, which is evidenced by the fact that the reduction temperatures
for the doped materials could be reduced compared to pure Fe/C. However, it is also
evident that the iron oxide phases found in the XRD are mostly present as magnetite, with
only a small amount of elemental iron present after reduction at 250 ◦C.

2.4. Catalytic Experiments

Table 5 lists the yields and selectivities of these experiments for the previously de-
scribed catalyst materials.

Table 5. Tabular listing of the yields and selectivities of the main products from the catalytic
experiments for the impregnation-produced bimetallic catalysts. Reaction conditions: tR = 4 h,
cEtOH = 1600 mmol/L, cNaOH = 450 mmol/L, cn-Decan = 15 mmol/L, T =150 ◦C.

No. Catalyst
XEtOH Selectivity (Yield) in %

% Acetaldehyde 1-Propanol i-Butanol 2-Methylbutan-1-ol

1 Cu/C – – – –
2 Cu99Ni1/C 1 0.35 – 7.64 (0.03) 53.62 (0.19) 31.09 (0.11)
3 Cu99Fe1/C 2 0.41 7.96 (0.03) – 24.40 (0.10) 62.25 (0.25)
4 Ni/C 0.07 57.53 (0.04) 23.57 (0.02) 18.90 (0.01) –
5 Ni99Pt1/C 3 0.60 – 4.37 (0.03) 52.95 (0.32) 21.74 (0.13)
6 Fe/C – – – –
7 Fe99Pd1/C 0.08 70.02 (0.06) – 29.98 (0.03) –
8 Fe99Pt1/C 4 0.09 41.36 (0.04) 20.85 (0.02) 20.18 (0.02) –

1 Acetone: S = 7.65%, Y = 0.03%. 2 Acetone: S=5.39%, Y = 0.02%. 3 2-Ethylbutan-1-ol: S = 15.03%, Y = 0.09%,
1-Butanol:S = 5.90%, Y = 0.04%. 4 Ethyl formate: S = 17.61%, Y = 0.02%.

Cu/C serves as the reference catalyst for the copper-based catalysts. This is character-
ized by complete inactivity under reaction conditions. The Cu99Ni1/C catalyst reached a
i-butanol concentration of 3.01 mmol/L at the end of the reaction time, making it the high-
est concentration of the desired product for the copper catalysts. The ethanol conversion
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was calculated to be 0.35%. The selectivity for i-butanol, at 53.62%, is the highest for the
formed products. 31.09% is accounted for by 2-methylbutan-1-ol and 7.6% each for the
products acetone and 1-propanol. The maximum pressure stabilized at a constant value of
12.9 bar during the reaction time. At the end of this, a pink precipitate of copper was found
on the fittings and the reactor wall in the autoclave, indicating that this catalyst exhibited
dissolution and deposition processes under the reaction conditions.

The Cu99Fe1/C catalyst forms only 1.60 mmol/L of i-butanol over the same reaction
period, representing only 53% of the i-butanol concentration in the Cu99Ni1/C catalyst.
Ethanol conversion, however, is slightly higher, at 0.41%, compared to the previous ex-
periment. However, the selectivities are distributed to 7.96% for acetaldehyde, 5.39% for
acetone, and only 24.40% for i-butanol. The product with the highest selectivity here is
2-methylbutan-1-ol at 62.25%. The pressure increased by half a bar to a constant maximum
of 13.4 bar during the reaction time.

The Ni/C catalyst generated 0.21 mmol/L of i-butanol over the reaction duration. The
conversion is very low, at 0.07%. With a selectivity of 57.53%, acetaldehyde is formed as the
main product. 1-propanol is also formed with a selectivity of 23.57%, whereas 1-butanol
cannot be detected after four hours of reaction time. However, i-butanol is formed with
a selectivity of 18.90%. The reactor pressure stabilizes at 12.8 bar. In contrast, the doped
catalyst Ni99Pt1/C shows a conversion of 0.60% and a final concentration of 5.12 mmol/L
i-butanol. Here, no acetaldehyde is found at the end of the reaction time, and 1-propanol
is only formed with a selectivity of 4.37%. i-butanol is the main product, formed with
a selectivity of 52.95%. 1-butanol (S = 5.90%) evidently reacts to the higher products
2-methylbutan-1-ol (S = 21.74%) and 2-ethylbutan-1-ol (S = 15.03%). The pressure that
stabilizes over the course of the reaction is constant at 13.3 bar. The pure nickel catalyst is,
thus, transformed into a potent one by doping with one atomic percent of platinum. Product
selectivity shifts from the strongly preferred dehydrogenation where acetaldehyde is the
main product to the aldol condensation and rehydrogenation of the reaction products. This
is evident from the higher selectivity of the higher alcohols 1-butanol, 2-methylbutan-1-ol,
and 2-ethylbutan-1-ol.

Amongst the iron-based catalysts, the Fe/C catalyst shows no ethanol conversion.
The Fe99Pd1/C catalyst reached a final concentration of i-butanol of 0.40 mmol/L and
an ethanol conversion of 0.08%. The highest selectivity was for acetaldehyde, at 70.02%.
i-butanol represents the only other product with a selectivity of 29.98%. 1-propanol and
higher alcohols could not be detected. With a slightly higher conversion of 0.09%, the
Fe99Pt1/C catalyst had a final concentration for i-butanol of 0.29 mmol/L. The selectivity
here was 20.18%. In addition to acetaldehyde (S = 41.36%), 1-propanol (S = 20.85%) was
also detected at the end of the reaction time. For all catalysts, the product concentration
increased linearly over the reaction time, within the experimental error. Their respective
composition established by means of ICP–OES, the single-point surface area and the median
of the particle diameter are tabulated in Table 6.

Table 6. Tabulated values for ICP–OES-determined catalyst composition and single-point BET areas.
The BET areas were measured at p/p0 = 0.249 and T = 77 K.

No. Composition A(BET)
m2

g

1 3.6% Ni99.77Pt0.23/C 725.64
2 3.9% Cu99.97Ni0.03/C 732.78
3 4.5% Cu99.94Fe0.06/C 734.94
4 4.1% Fe99.62Pd0.38/C 744.10
5 3.5% Fe99.59Pt0.41/C 761.84
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3. Discussion

As previously outlined, detailed data characterizing bimetallic materials are available.
To verify whether doping leads to an increase in the turnover frequency (turnover frequency
(TOF)), this parameter was calculated based on the concentration of i-butanol. For this
purpose, the following calculation approach, derived and explained in Supplementary
Materials S2, was chosen. The different results for TOFXRD and TOFTEM arise from the
different particle diameters dParticle determined by the TEM and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements, respectively. Since the linear increase of the product concentration over
the reaction time suggests no change in the average activity of the catalysts’ metal surface,
catalyst restructuring has not been taken into account for our calculations. The results of
these calculations are given in Table 7.

Table 7. TOFs for the bimetallic impregnation catalysts.

No. Catalyst
ϵd

1 ϵd
2 dXRD dTEM

3 ci-ButOH TOF in 1/h

eV eV nm nm mmol/L XRD TEM

1 CuNi/C −2.40 −2.49 28.40 22.30 3.01 6.59 5.20
2 CuFe/C −2.11 −2.42 34.64 26.31 1.60 3.65 2.78
3 NiPt/C −2.09 −2.82 5.10 5.31 5.12 2.16 2.24
4 FePd/C −2.16 −2.24 3.98 4.95 0.40 0.11 0.14
5 FePt/C −2.01 −2.40 3.97 4.75 0.30 0.10 0.11

1 Calculation from [22] for the case of a 1% surface doping. 2 Calculation from [22] for the case of a monolayer of
foreign metal on the particle surface. 3 Median.

The copper-based catalysts Cu99Ni1/C and Cu99Fe1/C exhibit a comparatively high
final concentration of i-butanol at 3.01 mmol/L and 1.60 mmol/L. Due to the large metal
particles ranging from 22.30 nm to 28.40 nm, these catalysts yield the highest values for the
TOF in each calculation method. For the Cu99Ni1/C catalyst, depending on the calculation
method used, a value of between 5.20/h and 6.59/h is obtained. However, the Cu99Fe1/C
catalyst only produces 1.60 mmol/L over the reaction time and achieves TOFs of 2.78/h
to 3.65/h. Due to the comparatively large metal particles, there is a lower number of
metal atoms available for the reaction, resulting in TOFs that are higher than those for
the Ni99Pt1/C catalyst, despite the lower final concentration of i-butanol. The Ni99Pt1/C
catalyst exhibits a very narrow particle size distribution and achieves a final i-butanol con-
centration of 5.12 mmol/L, with particles ranging from 5.10 nm to 5.31 nm. This represents
the highest achieved value of i-butanol at the end of the reaction in this experimental group.
The TOF is lower due to the smaller particles, ranging from 2.16/h to 2.24/h, compared to
the copper-based catalysts.

The iron-based catalysts Fe99Pd1/C and Fe99Pt1/C have small particle sizes and very
low i-butanol concentrations. Consequently, the TOF for Fe99Pd1/C ranges from 0.11/h
to 0.14/h and for Fe99Pt1/C from 0.10/h to 0.11/h. Although a significant portion of the
catalyst exists as a magnetite phase, alloy particles containing active centers in the reaction
were found in STEM measurements. However, the proportion of metallic particles could
not be quantified, thus making no conclusive statement about their specific TOF possible.

Figure 11 presents these results in relation to the experiments for monometallic cata-
lysts. The calculated TOFs of the catalysts are plotted against the d-band centers calculated
by Ruban et al. Figure 11a shows the plot for the calculated d-band centers in the case of
catalysts having a monolayer of the dopant metal on the particle surface.

The monometallic catalysts previously investigated in [12] exhibit a volcano plot and
are depicted as stars. The TOF was calculated based on the atoms actually available for ad-
sorption processes. For the bimetallic catalysts, it was observed that their TOFs partially lag
behind the expected TOF. In particular, the iron-based catalysts deviate significantly from
this behavior. This is likely attributed, at least in part, to their local chemical composition
and inadequate reduction during the manufacturing processes.
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The Cu99Fe1/C catalyst also falls below an expected TOF of approximately 12/h,
which would be expected if the catalyst had a monolayer of iron on the surface and
maintained a simple relationship between the TOF and d-band center. The Cu99Ni1/C
catalyst, however, fits well into this picture, with TOFs ranging from 5.20/h to 6.59/h, as
expected based on the hypothesis that the TOF of Cu/C over Cu99Ni1/C to Pt/C follows a
linear relationship with the calculated d-band center, and a monolayer of nickel is formed
on the metal particles. Similarly, the Ni99Pt1/C catalyst fits well into this picture and lies
within the expected range of the TOF.
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(a) Representation of the case where the dopant metal forms
a monolayer on the base metal.
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(b) Representation of the case where the dopant metal con-
stitutes 1% of the surface of the base metal.

Figure 11. Representation of the calculated TOF for the bimetallic impregnation catalysts against
the theoretically predicted d-band center ϵd. The XRD and TEM indices describe the method for
calculating the particle sizes. (Compare Supplementary Materials S2). The calculated TOFs from this
work are shown in red and green boxes. Stars mark the TOFs from previous publications [12].

Figure 11b shows the plot of the calculated TOFs for a case where the metal particles
on the catalyst materials have a uniformly statistical distribution of dopant metal atoms in
the core and on the surface of the metal particle.

Here, all monometallic catalysts are again plotted at the same position with an un-
changed d-band center. The bimetallic catalysts now undergo a shift to higher d-band
centers due to the altered chemical structure without changing their vertical position. They
thereby move further into the middle of the volcano curve. The difference between the
d-band centers for the Cu99Ni1/C catalyst is minimal. Its d-band center was now calculated
to be −2.40 eV, instead of −2.49 eV for the monolayer of nickel on the particle surfaces.
Consequently, this catalyst still lies within the expected TOF range for this position of
the d-band center. The Cu99Fe1/C catalyst, now theoretically coinciding with an iridium
d-band center, should, therefore, exhibit the same TOF, but remains behind the iridium
with a maximum of 3.65/h. Iridium on a carbon support has a TOF of 9.58/h [12]. Similarly,
the Ni99Pt1/C catalyst, with a d-band center of −2.09 eV, only reaches a maximum TOF
value of 2.24/h, while it should have a value in the range of 10/h to 12/h.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Catalyst Synthesis

For the production of 5 g catalysts, 5 g of activated charcoal MERCK KGAA, Darmstadt,
He, Germany was weighed into a SCHOTT flask as a support material and impregnated with
the precursor solution. The volume of the precursor solution was determined based on the
water absorption capacity of the activated charcoal. For impregnation, approximately 2 mL
of precursor solution was prepared and added in smaller portions. The wetted activated
charcoal was homogenized by shaking. After impregnation, drying was carried out using
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a rotary evaporator at 40 mbar and a 40 ◦C water bath temperature for one hour at 6 rpm.
Subsequently, it was calcined in portions of 1 g to 2 g in quartz glass crucibles in a tube
furnace under a N2 flow of 0.5 g/min at 500 ◦C for 4 h. The calcination was followed by a
reduction of the catalysts in 2% H2 in N2 for 1 h at 250 ◦C. The catalysts obtained in this
manner are listed in Table S3 and were tested and analyzed according to the procedure
described in [12].

4.2. TEM

Images were captured according to [12]. Powder samples were fixed on a copper
sample holder (Cu-TEM Grid). For capturing the high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)
and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) images, an aberration-corrected FEI Titan G2
80 to 200 TEM field emission electron microscope was used in conjunction with a Super-X
EDX system at 200 eV [56]. For lower resolutions, an FEG TEM Hitachi HF5000 (Hitachi
Europe GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany) with an acceleration voltage of 200 eV was employed.

4.3. XRD

Samples deposited on Si single-crystal carriers were measured using the D8 Advance
diffractometer from Bruker (Kα1(Cu), λ=1.5406 Å), and Ni as the Kβ((Cu) filter) in
Bragg–Brentano geometry. The angle range from 20◦ to 90◦ was imaged with a step size of
0.008◦ to 0.02◦ and an integration time of 1 h to 4 h. The PROFEX software version 5.0.1 was
used for phase analysis incorporating Rietveld refinement [57]. The standard LaB6 from
LGC STANDARDS was used to calibrate the device-specific line-broadening.

4.4. ICP–OES

Two aliquots of 50 mg per sample were treated with 4 mL aqua regia at 80 ◦C for 18 h. The
solutions were diluted to 50 mL, and the sample solutions, along with a blank sample, were
measured using an inductively coupled plasma (ICP)–optical emission spectrometry (OES)
device calibrated with multiple standards from THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC by ZEA-3
(Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Jülich, Germany) personnel. For the measurements,
two parallel dilutions of the samples (2000-fold, 1000-fold, 100-fold, and 10-fold) were
prepared and measured.

4.5. Determination of the BET Surface Area

The BET surface area was determined using the GEMINI VII instrument from
MICROMERITICS (Norcross, GA, USA) with N2 at 77 K. Approximately 100 mg of the
sample was transferred into a tared measurement cell and degassed at 150 ◦C under a
pressure of 10× 10−3 mbar until a constant mass was achieved. Subsequently, the degassed
sample was weighed, and the adsorption and desorption isotherms were recorded with
18 data points each in the range of 0.04 p/p0 to 0.90 p/p0. The evaluation of the measurement
data was performed using the MICROACTIVE Version 4.06 software from MICROMERITICS.

4.6. Temperature-Programmed Reduction

The temperature-programmed methods were carried out using the TPDRO1100 instru-
ment from FISHER SCIENTIFIC, Waltham, MA, USA), equipped with a thermal conductivity
detector (TCD), which was calibrated as per Supplementary Materials S1. Temperature
measurements were taken in the sample bed. For the temperature-programmed reduction
(TPR) measurement, 80 mg of the sample material was weighed into the TPDRO1100 reac-
tor. For drying, the sample was heated in an argon flow (30 mL/min) at 150 ◦C for 60 min.
Then, the sample was cooled under an argon atmosphere and heated from 35 ◦C to 800 ◦C
at a heating rate of β = 10 K/min in gas flow (1.99 Vol% H2 in argon, 30 mL/min) and
maintained for 30 min.
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4.7. Calculation of Turnover Frequencies

The calculations were based on the particle sizes determined in the TEM and XRD
measurements. The TOF is defined as:

TOF =
Ni-ButOH

Nsurface atoms · treaction
(5)

where Ni-ButOH represents the number of molecules of i-butanol in the reaction mixture,
Nsurface atoms is the number of surface atoms on the amount of the catalyst used, and treaction
is the reaction time of 4 h. The number of product molecules was calculated from the molar
concentration of i-butanol at the end of the reaction ci-ButOH

tR
, the reaction volume VR, and

the Avogadro constant NA.

Ni-ButOH = ci-ButOH
tR

· VR · NA (6)

As TOF refers to the number of surface atoms in the reaction, various assumptions can
be made regarding their calculation. TOFXRD and TOFTEM represent the TOF calculated
based on the assumption that the particles are spherical. In this case, only the outermost
atomic layer of the particles was considered, and the core atoms of the particle were
considered inactive. Equation (7) is the calculation formula for this case (for the derivation,
see Supplementary Materials S2.

TOF =
ci-ButOH

tR
· VR

mCat·wICP
Mparticle

·
(

1 − (dparticle−4ratom)
3

d3
particle

)
· treaction

(7)

5. Summary

The catalytic experiments of the catalysts showed that the final concentration of
i-butanol for the catalyst materials significantly deviated from the undoped catalyst metals,
and doping had an effect on the final concentration. The Cu99Ni1/C catalyst achieved the
highest concentration of i-butanol with a good selectivity of 53.62%. However, the catalyst
was subject to dissolution/deposition processes, which rendered it unusable. In contrast,
the iron-doped copper catalyst was inconspicuous in this regard, but only produced half of
the i-butanol concentration. The determined turnover frequencies (TOFs) for the doped
copper catalysts were 5.20/h to 6.59/h (Cu99Ni1/C) and 2.78/h to 3.65/h (Cu99Fe1/C) due
to the large metal particles, despite the lower final concentration of i-butanol, which was
higher than the TOF of the Ni99Pt1/C catalyst. The iron-based catalysts showed extremely
low activity in the reaction. The characterization of the catalysts initially indicated that it
cannot be assumed for any of the doping catalysts that a monolayer of the dopant metal was
formed through synthesis. Only in the case of the Fe99Pd1/C catalyst could an enrichment
of palladium in some iron particles be detected. However, for the other catalyst materials,
the dopant metal was not detectable by EDX measurement. However, under the reaction
conditions, these materials underwent dynamic rearrangement processes, such as the
enrichment of nickel on the surface from the copper–nickel phase when reducing conditions
prevailed [41,58]. As these conditions are also fulfilled by the reaction mechanism of the
hydrogen-borrowing reaction in the Guerbet reaction, it can be assumed that the surfaces
of the Cu99Ni1/C catalyst underwent nickel enrichment under the reaction conditions.
For the surface of the Cu99Fe1/C catalyst, predicting the active catalyst surface under
the reaction conditions is even more difficult. Although the iron content was low and,
therefore, led to a thermodynamically stable alloy [59], the iron as a dopant metal already
causes surface restructuring at room temperature and may possibly exist in the form of
Fe4 clusters on the surface [60–62]. The d-band calculations by Ruban et al. did not take
these phenomena into account [22]. Although an enrichment of platinum on the corners
and edges of the produced metal particles has regularly been found in the literature for
the Ni99Pt1/C catalyst [46–48], these properties could not be detected in our experiments.
As a result, it must be assumed that the catalysts’ surface was enriched with an atomic
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percentage of the dopant metals, although only in situ measurements of the actual existing
d-band using ultraviolet photon scattering (UPS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
scattering (XPS) investigations can provide insight into the real surface properties.

The iron-based catalysts cannot be conclusively evaluated due to their poor oxida-
tion stability, as the majority of the metal exists as magnetite. The composition of the
remaining metal particles showed particularly high local enrichments of palladium in the
iron particles, especially in the Fe99Pd1/C catalyst. From Figure 11a,b, it becomes clear
that the relationship between the d-band center and catalytic activity cannot be confirmed
for bimetallic systems. It should be noted that, typically, volcano curves are created for
diatomic test molecules, and often, good correlations are obtained. In the present work, a
complex reaction was deliberately chosen to test the robustness of the d-band approach
for selecting promising catalysts. In further work, the key steps of the reaction should,
therefore, be examined in more detail to determine the adsorption energies of the individual
adsorbates and correlate them with experimentally established d-band center values. The
Ni99Pt1/C catalyst from the experiments presented had the highest STY and is, therefore, a
promising catalyst for reactions of the hydrogen-borrowing reactions class.

6. Patents

The following patent resulted from the work presented in this publication. Häusler, J.;
Pasel, J.; Peters, R.; Woltmann, F. (2022). Catalyst system and method for producing higher
alcohols from methanol and ethanol (WO2023213568A 1) German Patent and Trade Mark Office.
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Table S4: ICP–OES-determined stoichiometric ratios of the impregnation catalysts; Figure S1: Box plot
of the particle distribution from the STEM images for the catalysts Ni99Pt1/C, Cu99Ni1/C, Cu99Fe1/C,
Fe99Pt1/C, and Fe99Pd1/C; Figure S2: Box plot of the particle distribution from the STEM images
for the catalysts Ni99Pt1/C, Fe99Pt1/C, and Fe99Pd1/C; Figure S3: TPR profile of the Cu/C catalyst
with peak decomposition; Figure S4: TPR profile of the CuNi/C catalyst with peak decomposition;
Figure S5: TPR profile of the CuFe/C catalyst with peak decomposition; Figure S6: TPR profile of
the Ni/C catalyst with peak deconvolution; Figure S7: TPR profile of the NiPt/C catalyst with peak
deconvolution; Figure S8: TPR profile of the Fe/C catalyst with peak deconvolution; Figure S9: TPR
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